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Abstract— Online Shortest path computation  using live 

traffic index in road  networks aims at computing the 

shortest path from source to destination using Live traffic 

index.In this paper,index transmission model along with 

Live traffic index technique is used.In this technique,first 

the traffic provider collects the traffic data and transmits to 

the traffic server broadcaster.The traffic server broadcaster 

indexes and optimizes  the traffic data and broadcasts to the 

navigation client.Graph  partitioning and stochastic process 

are the new techniques used to optimize the index.The fast 

query response time and short tune in cost at client side 

,small broadcast size and maintainence time at server side 

are the extra features achieved in the system. 

 
 

Keywords —Live traffic index,Stochastic process,Shortest 

path. 

 

 

I. INTRODUCTION  

 
  Computing the shortest path is important task in the spatial 

databases.The path computed using the pre-stored data is not 

accurate.Hence,there is necessity for the live traffic data.There 

are several online service traffic providers like Navteq[1],Tom 

tom[2],Google maps[3].But these traffic providers doesnot 

provide data continuously due to high costs.Client-server 

architecture is previously used for the shortest path retrievals 

where the client sends the request and server responds to 

it.This architecture scales poorly if there are more than two 

clients.According to telecommunication expert[4],In 2015 the 

capacity provided by the cellular networks should increase 

100 times than in 2011.The communication costs spent on 

retrieving the shortest route is high. Malviya et al[5] used the 

client server architecture for shortest routes.In this system,the 

server stores the estimated paths between source and 

destination and updates them periodically and returns the 

shortest path to the required user. 

   As the system employs client server architecture,it doesnot 

work for more number of users.In addition,the shortest route 

is not accurate.Hence there is a need to broadcast the traffic 

data .In raw transmission model,the traffic data is transmitted 

over the wireless network.The navigation system receives the 

live traffic data from the broadcast channel and calculates the 

shortest path .The broadcast channel transmits the updated 

packets to the navigation system for each broadcasted 

cycle.The main disadvantage in this model is client receives 

more number of traffic updates than required.A new model 

known as index transmission model [6] is Introduced where 

the index is transmitted over the broadcast channel.The 

advantage in this model is client receives only the required 

portion of the road network.In [6],the time required for the 

index recomputation is 2 hrs for San Franciso road network.it 

requires huge costs to update the index.Hence, in our paper a 

technique Live traffic index is added to the index transmission 

model. 

 

II.RELATED WORK 

 

    In this paper, the important factors of OSP are 

considered(i)tune-in cost (ii) broadcast size(iii)maintenance 

time(iv)query response time.The tune in cost should be 

reduced because the power consumption is based on tune in 

cost.Due to short tune in cost, by using selective tuning[7] the 

client receives more services like parking slot,weather related 

updates.The maintenance time is defined as the time taken to 

update the index based on the live traffic data.The response 

time should be very fast in few milliseconds.The broadcast 

size is similar to the discontinuation of receiving the latest 

index data.The traffic data received by the client is maintained 

and shortest path is computed using the uninformed search 

where the graph nodes are arranged in the ascending order of 

the distances from the source and the shortest path to the 

destination is discovered.Bi directional search[8] can be 

employed where the Dijkstra’s algorithm is executed from 

forward and backward.But the response time is high and client 

receives more number of updates. 
    Goal directed methods eliminate the edges that is not 

required   to the shortest path.goal directed methods include 

ALT[9] and arc Flags[10].In ALT,the distance between the 

nodes are pre computed using A* search,Landmarks.Delling 

and Wagner[11] introduced a paradigm for ALT[DALT] so 

that  the edge weights can be updated in dynamic graphs.The 

maintenance cost is reduced. 
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    A tree structure is maintained for shortest path in Dynamic 

shortest path tree.In index transmission model,the traffic 

broadcast server transmits the live index not the complete data 

various Road map hierarchical methods like reach[12], 

highwayhierarchies(HH), contraction hierarchies(CH)[13],and 

Transit node routing(TNR)[15].In HH,CH,TNR the query 

response time is fast because the shortcuts are calculated and 

stored in the index.In TNR,the shortest path is computed 

based on the two transit nodes A(S) from source and A(t) 

from destination.The maintenance time is high because there 

is no efficient method to update the pre computed data. 

    The index structure is maintained in hierarchical way in 

hierarchical index structures.In Hierarchical multi graph 

model(HiTi)[16] the index is maintained in hierarchy not the 

road network.But the high maintenance time and broadcast 

size are the disadvantages.In Hierarchical encoded path 

view[HEPV],the nodes and edges are maintained in large 

graph which is splitted into smaller graphs for shortest path 

computation.But the index storage is a big problem.our 

proposed system Live traffic index supports all the factors like 

short tune in cost,less maintenance time,small broadcast 

size,quick query response time. To summarize, our work 

makes the following contributions: 

1) The traffic provider collects the traffic data of road 

networks via road sensors and broadcasts to the traffic 

broadcast server.    

2) The traffic broadcast server collects the traffic data and  

          index structure is constructed for  the traffic data .The      

         (1,m) broadcasting scheme is used for transmitting. 

3)  The index structure is optimized by graph partitioning 

          technique and stochastic process is applied.The index is  

          organized by using Dynamic Shortest Path    

          Tree(DSPT)[17]and broadcast size is also reduced. 

 4)     The navigation client after receiving the required index 

         from the Traffic broadcast server,the shortest path is  

         computed using the dijkstra’s algorithm. 

 5)     Live Traffic index reduces the tune in cost and        

         broadcast size and low maintenance time ,fast query  

         response time is acheived by the above features. 

 

 

 

III.SYSTEM DESIGN 

System Overview:  

     LTI system consists of navigation clients, traffic provider 

like google maps. The Traffic provider collects the traffic data 

from the road sensors and the traffic broadcast server collects 

the updates regularly and transmits them to the navigation 

client.The shortest path is computed on the required index.In 

our paper,the traffic updates are given importance not the 

graph structure updates of the road network.Every client 

receives the graph structures periodically In fig 1,LTI system 

consists of road network and road monitors for analyzing 

traffic updates.The traffic provider transmits the index to the 

server broadcaster.The server broadcaster constructs the index 

containing the header and data. 

Constructing the index: 

     The index is constructed using the hierarchical index 

structures.The road network is considered as a graph G.Graph 

G(V,E) consists of nodes and edges connecting the nodes.The 

graph is splitted into smaller sub graphs 

(SG1,SG2,SG3……)and the hierarchical index structure is 

constructed.In fig 2,the road network is splitted into 10 sub 

graphs and the hierarchical tree structure is shown for the 

corresponding subgraphs.For example,the subgraph SG2 

consists of {e,d} nodes and the edge {(e,d)} connecting the 

two nodes.There is also connectivity between the subgraphs 

using the edges.for example,the subgraphs SG6 and SG7 are 

connected using the edges {(g,h)} and {(f,i)}.The hierarchical 

index structures store the pre computed edges.so that the 

shortest path is computed quickly.for example to compute the 

shortest path using hierarchical structure,bottom-up procedure 

is used to retrieve the path from index.Based on the graph G, 

still smaller search graph GQ is constructed.for example,the 

shortest path to q(b,d) is computed using the sub graphs 

SG1,SG2,SG3. 

Cost analysis:The space required for the hierarchical index is 

given as 

     |I|=            (1) 

  

Where Vsg represents the nodes,Esg represents the edges 

connecting the nodes,Tsg represents the connection between 

the child entries,Psg represents the precomputed 

information.Tree space is negligible,Vsg and Esg ,Tsg are 

directly obtained from the graph structure.Hence the space is 

optimized as 

    |I|=|G|+                                                     (2) 

 

Index is minimized by reducing the precomputed 

information.The precomputed information |Psg| is minimized 

by splitting the graph into more sub graphs. The search space 

of query q is defined as  

 

   S(I,q)=|Es ᴜ Et ᴜ {Tsg ᴜ Psg : ɄSG ϵ G}|                        (3) 

 

To minimize the S(I,q) there are three objectives. 

O1-The number of leaf entries in the Es and Et. 

O2-The precomputed information Psg 

O3-The  number of edges in search graph  

  All the three objectives are interrelated. Objective O2 is 

achieved by applying graph partitioning.As the precomputed 

information Psg is achieved the number of leaf entries In Es 

and Et are reduced.Hence,O1 is also achieved indirectly.To 

achieve the objective O3,stochastic process is applied. 

Graph Partitioning: 

 The number of subgraphs created depends on the factor 

ϒ.Minimising the precomputed information is nothing but 

minimizing the overhead of index I. 

        Obj(I)=min                                            (4) 

Min{|Vsg|} is the normalized factor. Minimising the index 

refers to finding the best cheeger cut.A cheeger cut is defined 

as the number of edges removed from the graph such that the 

graph is splitted into sub graphs.In [18],the quadratic discrete 
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problem defined gives the best cheerger cut value.The cheeger 

cut is defined by the second small eigen value λ and also its  

eigen vector ʋ.the eigen vector is further decomposed to 

minimize the objective function.The border nodes are 

removed to enhance the quality of the cheeger cut. 

Construction of index using the Stochastic process: 

The objective O3 is obtained using the stochastic 

process.The graph partitioning returns only the tree index.The 

tree index satisfies only the first two objectives.The average 

size avg(S(I’)) is found using stochastic algorithm.The search 

graph is studied at every partitioning of the graph.The smallest 

search graph is attached to the index.In this process an 

algorithm is run using the priority queue and the index.The  
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                            Fig 1:System architecture 
 

cheeger cut ϒ is very important in constructing the index.The  

small value of ϒ gives the large number of leaf in the graph    
 

Transmission of LTI index: 

   In the various broadcasting schemes,(1,m) interleaving 

scheme [23] is used in our approach.For an instance 

broadcasting cycle with m= 3 packets is shown where the 

information set involves six data  gadgets. First, the server 

partitions the data set into m equi-sized information segments. 

Every packet contains a header and a data phase, the place a 

header describes the broadcasting time table of all packets. On 

this example, the variables i and n in every header 

characterize the last broadcasted item and the whole number 

of items. The server periodically declares a series of packets. 

 

   We use a  instance to explain how a client receives her data 

from the broadcasted channel. Feel that a client needs to 

question for the data object o5.In the broadcast channel,the 

client tunes and waits until the next header is broadcasted. For 

example, the client is taking note of the header of the first 

packet, and finds out that the third packet has o5. With the 

intention to save power, the client sleeps except the 

broadcasting time of that packet. Then, the client wake-usp 

and listens to the header which  contains the data packet. 
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Fig 2:Hierarchical index structure 

 

 

LTI Transmission on Air: 

  To broadcast a hierarchical index utilising the (1,m) 

interleavingscheme, we first partition the index into two add-

ons:the index structure and the burden of edges. The former 

retailers the index structure and the other one  stores the 

weight of edges. To be able to preserve the freshness of 

LTI,our method is required to broadcast the today's weight of  

edges periodically.Table 1 suggests the layout of a header/data 

packet in our model. Id is the offset of the packet in the 

present broadcast cycle and checksum is designed for error-

checking of the header and information. Word that the packet 

does not preserve any offset knowledge to the following 

broadcast cycle or broadcast section.The offset will also be 

matched up with the aid of the corresponding identification 

due to the fact the constitution of LTI is pre-saved at each 

client. In our model, the header packet outlets a time stamp set 

T for checking new updates and information loss healing. 

Client receiving index from the air: 

    The procedure for how the client receives the air index is 

shown here.For the LTI structure shown in fig 3,the broadcast 

cycle of the client is shown in the fig 4.The broadcasting 

scheme used is (1,2) interleaving and the edge weights of 

subgraphs are stored in the data packet.For example,in the 

subgraph SG2 the edge weights are stored in the second 

packet.if the driver is moving from node b to node d and the 

navigation system first listens to the air index at the third 

packet of segment 1. 
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Table 1: Air index format 

 

.As shown in fig 4,the navigation system of the client sleeps 

until it receives the segment 3 because the search graphs are 

located at SG1-SG3 and SG4-SG5.The other segments are 

collected in the next broadcast cycle.To update the 

subgraphs,the navigation system checks the time stamp T 

which is present in the header packet.For example,there are 

two edge updates ,one graph edge in SG5 and shortcut in 

SG4-5.So,the navigation system checks the Stamp regularly 

whether the graph edge and shortcuts are updated or not. 

 

IV.SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION 
    All the above mentioned techniques are put together for 

computing the shortest path.There are two algorithms,one 

algorithm is run at the client and other algorithm is run at the 

server.  The first step is to construct the index.In service 

algorithm,the service provider constructs the index.First the 

live traffic data is put in the graph structure.The graph is 

partitioned into smaller graphs namely SG1,SG2……and also 

the graph partitioning algorithm is applied such that the index 

is optimized.The service provider collects the live traffic 

update periodically and updates the subgraphs.The client 

executes the client algorithm.Based on the source and 

destination,the client generates the search 

graphs.Subsequently,the client listens to 

the header segments.Based on these segments,it updates the 

search graph and the shortest path is computed on the search 

graph. 

Stochastic partitioning algorithm: 

  

Partition(G:the graph, y:the number of partitions) 

1: (z,v):= G and n:=root of I 

2: insert (n,G,v,z) into PQ in decreasing order to z 

3:while |PQ| < y do 

4:    (n,G,v,z):=PQ.pop() 

5:       for k:=2 to y-|PQ|+1 do 

6:           decompose G into SG1…….. 

7:           form a temporal index I’ that attaches SG1 

8:     if avg(S(I’)) is better than best s then 

9:         update best s and best SG:={ SG1……} 

10:     attach best SG as n’s children  

11:     for i:=1 to |best SG| do 

12:           insert (n,SG,v,z) into PQ 

13:  return 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig 3:subgraphs 

 

 
   The above stochastic process is done at the service 

provider,where a priority queue PQ is maintained and the 

index is inserted into the queue.The average search graph is 

found out and updated based on it. 
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Fig 4:Client tune in procedure 
 

 
Experimental  results 

   The experimental results shows that using Live traffic index  

the shortest path is computed between nodes.The shortest path 

is computed very fastly because the traffic data is broadcasted 

in the index format.  
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Fig 5 Live and Historical traffic conditions 

 

In fig 5,a graph is plot on the Live traffic data and historical 

traffic data.By gathering the Live traffic data there are many 

changes fluctuations in the graph where as by using the 

historic data there are no fluctuations. 

V.CONCLUSION 

    In  online shortest path computation using live traffic 

index ,the shortest path result is computed/updated based on 

the live traffic circumstances.  The existing work is carefully 

analysed and  their inapplicability to the problem (due to their 

prohibitive maintenance time and large transmission overhead) 

is discussed. To address the problem, a promising architecture 

that broadcasts the index on the air is suggested. An important 

feature of the hierarchical index structure which enables us to 

compute shortest path on a small portion of index is identified 

and the index is minimized using the graph partitioning and 

stochastic process. Further,the index is broadcasted using the 

broadcasting scheme and enables the navigation client to find 

the path from source to destination. 
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